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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. The Mayor of Moscow announced on Sunday (June 13) a car raffle to boost vaccination drive as the Covid-19 measures are in effect.Residents in Moscow who have their first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine from June 14 to July 11 will be eligible for the lottery, according to the mayor. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 13: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 13, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has risen to 5,208,687 in Russia as death toll reached 126,430. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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MOSCOW, RUSSIA - JUNE 12: Healthcare professionals, wearing special protective gear, continue their mission for coronavirus (COVID-19) patients in the capital Moscow, Russia on June 12, 2021. The number of confirmed coronavirus cases has exceeded 5,193,000 in Russia. Sefa Karacan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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